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October 26, 1995
NAS Raport Cimments
Radioactivo Wasto Managomont Branch (66023)
Office of Radiation and Indoor Air
U.S. Environmental Protection Agenw
401 M Stri~t, .SW
Washington, DC 20460-0001
SUBJECT: Notice of Availability, Request for Comments, and Announcement of
Puhlir. Mpetingn, uPrivirnnmental Radiation Protection Standards for
Yucca Mountain, NV," Noticed in the Fcderal Regier on September
11, 1995 (60 FT 47172)
This letter provides comments of the luclear Energy Institute (NEl)l on behalf of
the nuclear energy industry in responee to the subject FederalRegister notice
regarding proposed EPA rulemaking to promulgate environmental radiation
protection standards for a deep geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel and high
level waste at the Yuma Mountain site in Nevada. Those comments have bocn
developed considering the nuclear energy industry's interest

in

Lhe aafe, economic

and timely disposal of spent nuclear fuel from commercial nuclear power plants.
Specific comments are enclosed regarding several of the fndingS and
recommendations in the National Acadomy of Sciences (NAS)report, 'Technical

Bases for Yucca Mauntain Standards"
We encourage EPA to pursue its publicly stated goal "tn set a atmandard that is
protective of public health and the enviroament for the long term, but also to set a
standard that can be implementea by LhU [NRC]." t We agree that 'only a standard
that meets both of these tests will be acceptable to the publc. 3 We support the
I NEI is the orgaization revondble or establishing unifinA nmrl'kar indusgt policy on matters
affecting the nuclear energy isdutry. including ragulnwtar aspects of generic operational and
technical isueL NErs membera ineludik klt utlities licensed to operato commarcial nuclear power
plants in thae IJnitad AtAthA. itteliear plant densinra, ajor archtironeer
riia, f=i
falwimAunn facilities, materials licemnoe, and other crjaniatk= sud individunal involvcd an the
iwrcielA energy gstu. Thea. eommentu also reflect techniel input and support from the Electric
Power Reasanh Izmtitut.
*Statement of Lary Weinsack, Director, Radiation Pratoction Division, Offic, of Indoor Air and
Radiation, EPA. to the Nuckar Wasto Tochnical Review Board, Octoer 17. 1990.
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establishment of staff liaisons in the EPA and NRC to ensure continued and

effective staff interaction and cooperation' m dvelopment of the standards.4 We
also support EPA's commitment of priority and resources to move quickly on the
rulemaking Lu promulgate environmental radiation protection standarda for Yucca
Mountain within the strict time limits directed by Congress in the Energy Policy

Act of 1992. which requires a final rule 'not later than 1 year after the [EPAJ
Administrator receives the findings and recommendations of the National Academy
vf stences.'G

In ou view, the NAB report is responsive to what is required by the Energy Policy
Act of 1992. We find the report's condlurions to be generally appropriate with
regard Lo tlhe Yuma MountLain site, ie., that wntainment requirements
ur release
limits are mnappropriate for Yucca Mountain, that it is neither possible nor
necessary to predict the probability of human intrsion into a repository over the
long term, and that it is neither possible nor necessary to predict on the basis of
suienti&-analysis the societal factors required for nu expure stwunriu.

We agree with the report's conrlusion 'that a health-bamtd individual starndiard will
provide a reasonable standard for protection of the general public'r. Wc do not
agree, however, that EPA's standard ishould be expressed directly in terms of risk.
-Hather, limits in the 6tandard should be expressed in terms of dose, which is
consistent with other, analogous EPA standardA Hnd thA rederal radiation
protection guidanco to Fedoral agencies. Also, tho usc of a dose-based standard for
LpruLekin ufpublicX health and safety is prescribed by the Energy Policy Act of 1992.

We have enclosed our specifc comments on this issue.
Wo do not disagroo with thc repores conclusion "that the performance of the

repository can be assessed over time frames during which the geologic system is
relatively stable or varies in a boundable manner."7 However, in our enclosed
commentR we have prapnPed an apprnach to establishing a time fiame for
evaluating complianuc during licansing that differs from the approach
recommended in the NAS report. We believe our proposal, basod on the need for an

implementable standard, is in keeping with the report's observation "that although
selection of a time pprind of applictbility bars Mcentific elements, it also haas policy
aspects that the Committee has not addreaaed.A

4 Ibidi

&6ection 601(a) of the Energy Policy Ad af 1992 IU.S.C. 101411
s'echnical Bases for Yuca Mouwmtajn Sturds. National Rmsarih C ml (rnmmittoe on
TechaIcal Bamos for Yucca Mountain Standardas (Natinnal A*ademy Pres, Washington, D.C.) 1995.
SIbid.
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We urge EPA to formulate in the proposed rule many of the NAS report's
recommendations, in particular, that. ansi apprnpriatply d.fined critical-group
approach should be used, that the reference biophere should use assumptions that
reflect current techxologies and living paterns, and that subsystem requirements
might possibly result in suboptimal repository design.

As outlined in our enclosed comments, we believe that scvcral topics discussed in
the NA$ report, including exposure senarlos, critical groups, and human intrusion,
involve criteria for evaluating compliance during licensin.

Addressing these issues

in regulation or guidance fias within the implementation authoriEy of NRC, and,
therefore, is outaide the scope of EPA'. rulemaking to promulgate enviroamental
standards for Yucca Mountain.
We mrv continuing to ausess the implications of several of the reports
recommendations, e.g., regarding ground-water protection, the exclusion zone, dose
apportlonent, and applicability of the AARA principle. We may provide
additional comments to EPA regarding these or other topics as these assessments
yield inights.

We appreciate the opportunity to comment on this very important rulemaking being
pursued by EPA. If EPAstaffwish to discuss our comments, please contact Ralph
Anderson at (202) 789-8111 or me at (202) 739-8108.
Sincerely,

F. Schmitt
JFSARLA:tnb
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NEI Comments on Behalf of the Nuclear Industry
on Selected Findings and Recommendations of the NAS Report,
Technlcal Basesfur Yucca MountainStuaudrds

These commeats address several of the findings and rccommendations in the
NAS report, Technical Bases for Yucco Mountain Standards,and include
alternative approaches and suggestions for consideration by EPA in

developing a propw-d moI to promnlgate environmetatal standards for Yumea
Mountain. Unless otherwise noted, quoted sections are taken from the NAB
repom
1.

Time Period for Demonstration of CoMnulianoe

The NAS report recommends application of the standard for individual risk
to the period when the peak potential risks may occur. Tkis recommendation
is based on the Committee's view that ca culation of the maximum risks of
radiation releases from the repository should be made whenever they occur
as long as the geologic regime of the repository environment does not change
significartly, which for Yucca Mountain is on the order of approximately one
million years. The NA6 report points out that one of the major reasons fur
selecting geologic disposal was to placa the wastes in as stable an
environment as many scientists consider possible, and that the deep
suburface at Yucca Mountain fulfills this condition vezy well. As notod in
the report, even changes in climate at the surfaci would pnriably have litle
effect on repository performane below the ground. In summary, the report
concludes there is 'no scientific basis for limiting the time period of ths
individual-risk standard to 10,000 years or amy other value"
However, the report states 'that although selection of a time period of
applicability has scientific elements, it also has pohiW earpt-&that the
Committoo him not addressed. For example, EPA might choose to establish
consistent policies for managing risks frm disposal of both long-lived
hazardous materials and radioactive materials." A review of several relevant
exmples in EPA rules indicates that regulatory timR framna Amployed for
managin.gsuch risks range from 1,000 years t to 10,000 yeara.9-R It is also
notable that EPA'. rationale for the 10,000 ye& time frame in 40 CFR 191
was found adequate when reviewed by a Federal court in 1987.
'40 CFR 192,, "SwWw* for Rmedial Actos

Septenber24. 1917.

onaive
UIum Processing Shtes." Faral Rv&r,
J

40 CFR 148. 11azardous We* lon
Rtcow." Feirat ft.
hly'26. iggs.
'40 CFR 191. "EnIrmental Radiation PrtinnStadns for Mananent ad Diqmnl of Spent
Nucea Ftel. High Level mnd Trmnumnic Waces" FkiralRgsker, December 20, 1993.

EPA'. goal is 'not only to set a standard that is protective of public health
and the environment for the long term, but also to set a standard that can be
implemented by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.' 4 NRC has stated its
preference 'that any numerical [High Level Waste] standard be applied fbr
only a limited time after disposal (e.g., 10,000 years) [because] the very large
uncertainties inherent in estimating releases over very long times makes it
impractical to make a scientifically rigorous demonstration of compliance
with numerical regulatory Emits.' NRC

bas also stated that "potential

releases that miht occur after the regulatory period should be estimated by
DOE and disclosed in a suitable format, such as an Environmental Impact
Statement."'
Concern regarding the demonstration of compliance with licensing standurds
for periods beyand 10,000 years has been expressed by DOE, concluding that

"significant uncertainties in such long-term predictions would make it
difficult to provide reasonable assurance in a licensing arena." DOE also has
stated that it "would still expect to perform these carkulations [i.e., risk

assessments beyond 10,000 years] to gain insight into system performance, in
a qualitative sense." 6
We strongly suggest that EPA consider Lhe use of a limited time-frame, e.g.,
1,000 to 10,000 years, in the proposed rule with regard to application of the
health-based individual standard. This approach iRmona enniStent with
current EPA regulatory policy than tho approach recommended in the NAB
report, and it reflects Lhe degree otpracticality necessary to support
promulgation of envuonmental standards that can be implemented in NRC
licensing regulations. We do not dinagree witlh the perspective in the NAS
report that it is feasible to perform asceement covering very long time
period, but we blieve awesaments beyond 1,000 years are better performed

to ain qualiiative insihts i" total system perfomane of the repository.
consistent with the views expresamd by WRC and DOE.

4Statement of Lon Weiaock, Dier, RWdtio Prodon Division. USEPA. to the NVRB, Octnhue

17. M99.

"U.S. Nuclear Rcguvauy Cammlssion SffViews on Envlronmenm Stndardk for r)i~tsl of Hig
Level WaWes mcd to te AS Commite cm Technical Bases fMr Ya Mountain Stdarda by
M1ap V.Federlinc. C2ief, Hydrology 0d Sysem Prfmnnce Rran, Divisin of High Level waste
Mungerm USNRC. NMa27 1993.
it Preinoaly DWE Racin n Natkinnl A.ademy of Sciaees Repod" prented to 6a uwv
by Dr.
Stephn I.Rrowmn, Asdxt
n meafor SftahIlity and Licing, Yuca Mountain Site
Charaaeuinion Office, USDOE, October 17, 199S.
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2.

Individldal-DnaP Standard

The NAS report concludes that 'a health-baved individual standard will

provide a reasonable standard for protection of the general public. However,
PMAS] reonmmend [a) that thiR be a rink-hased, rather than a dlse-bamd
standard." NAS provides tho following rcasons for making its
recommendation regarding the preferred form of the standard:
'."A rik-banad standard would nnt hava to hp ravimd in suhbAtmAnt

rulemaling if advances in scientific knowledge reveal that the doseresponse relationship is different than envisaged today."
- 2 "Risks; to human hePt~h from different sources, such as nuclear

power plants, waste repositories, or tozic chemicals, can be
compared in reasonably understandable terms."
A riak-based standard would not be consistent with current recommendations
of the ICRP and NCRP. 7 .' This inconsistency could prove especially

troublesome because the current ICRP and NCRP recommenuations
regarding limitation of dose to the public are not based solely on the scientific
understanding of the assumed dose-response relationship at low levels of
exposure. The recommendations are also based on consideration of the
variations in the existing level of dose tom natural background radiation,
excluding radon. Thus, this broader approach employed by ICRP and NCRP
in recommending a dose limit for public exposure may not result in these
recommendations being directly affected by possible changes. to the aisumed

dose-response relationship, and such changes would not necessarily imply a
need to revise dose-based standards, as inferred by the NAS report.
Also, promulation of a riak-baacd standard would nut Ie consistent with
other analogous EPA standards 9 and the Federal guidance to Federal
agencieslOll.1 2 which requires promulgation of radiation protection atandardst
in torms of radiation dove, or other radiation units, rathar than in tcrms of

implied rink.
1990 Recommendidns of the lnteional Commisson on Rzdiological Protwcic," ICRPPublimion
60 (Pazam P=ss, EIs=
N) 1991.
a"Labiof
,tExposme to nizing Rdatia," NCRP Repi No. 116 (NCRP, BReesd, Mayand

1993.

'See, for ample, 40 CFR 190 and 40 CFR 191.
Pncecdo Guidate for Fedug AgeaciLes - Merogmdum for the Preident fm the Federl
IURadidlo

Radian Comwici (Aprovd by PresIdet Dwt D.Ebaohowder) Federal Regbw. May 1. 1960h.

""PN;4ionPrtcttin Guldmce to Federal Aencles f Or0xpomro;
p
a
Appmvl nf
mendtims" he Prn~ent, F&A-ral Rfruer. Jary 27, 1927.

EnvronenW Protetim Ageny

"Fcderal Ration Proteclion Guidance for Expos

fthe (nel Ptebicu (Proposed UJSEPA,

FederalRister.Decembr23. 1994.
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Caniistent with this policy, most regulations which provide public radiation
limits state these limits in units of radiation dose. Thus, comparison
between a risk-based environmental standard for Yucca Mountain and the
health risks implied by other Federal radiation protection regulations would
require consideration of radiation dose terms and units employed in those
regulations, as well as the rink bases underlying the value of the dose limit
for each regulation. Therefore a dose-based Etandard may improve public
undarstanding of eomparativo radiation risks, rather than a risk-based
standard, as stated in the NAS report.
Fftinal, a risk-based standard would not be consistent with the direction
provided in the Energy Policy Act of 1992, which requires that the
environmental standards for Yucca Mountain "sll prescribe the maximumn
efective dose equivalent to individual members of the public from releases to
the accessible environment from radioactive materials stored or disposed of
in the repository." Pursuit of a rink-based stanhdrd, as recommended by
NAB, would likely require that EPA make some accommodatiuu with regard
to conformity with the Act.
We suggest that EPA consider the use of an individual doso-basod standard
in the environmental standards for Yucca Mountain. Such a dum-based
standard would be consistent with ICRP and NCJW recommendations,
Federal radiation protection policy, and the Energy Policy Art of 1992.

3.

.~Eaagre8narna

The NAS rvpurt atateb Zppeir

expoure scenarios therefore requires a

policy decision that is appropriately made in a rulemaking process conducted
by EPA." We disagree that EPA is the apprapristA Federal agency to apecif
'exposure soenaricO for porfbrmanoo asooemcnt calculations. EPA'

authority under the Atomic Energy Act and Reorganization Plan No. a of
1170 is to establish gerally applicable environmental standards which
protect the general environment from rarlinactive materials. The Energy
Policy Act spepfically reconfirms this authority to promulgate enviromental
standards for the Yucca Muuntain site. However, the implementation

authority to determine whether the Yucca Mountain site will comply with the
EPAs environmental standards, conduct reviewa nf the liKewse application
utilisim the compliance criteria, and grant a Lionsc for the repoitory is
solely held by the NRC.
The purpose of selecting exposure scenarios is to provide a muTnan to
adequately demonstrate compliance with the environnontal standards, and
4

sr*independent of establishing the environmentnl atandards. This distinction

has been clearly demonstrated by EPA with regard to its regulations in 40
CFR 190, establishing "Envronmental Radiation Protection Standards for
Nuclear Power Operations.' Part 190 contains no provisions pertinent to
determing compliance, and is strictly limited to the estahlishment nf dnw
limits.

The distinction between establishing standards and demonstrating
compliance hu also boon demonstrated by the Agency with rgard to its
rulemaking for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP), where EPA has been
given the authority by Congress for both establishing environmental
standards and for implementation of the standards. In the case of WIPP
rulemaking, EPA has specified exporure scenarios and other compliance
Assessment criteria as part of the proposed 40 CPU 194, 'Criteria for the
Certification and Determination of the [WIP's] Compliance with
Environmental Standards...' In a eszarate rule, 40 CFR 191, EPA specifies
the environmental standards for WIPP.
We also disagree that exposure scenarios should be specified in a rule. Such
prescriptive detail in regulation inhibits proper flexibility in implementation
needed by the license applicant (ie., DIOE) to consider alternative approaches
that may better achieve adequate protection of public health and safety.
Also, having such detail in the rule, particularly while characterization of the
site is still in progress and insights into critical performance factors are still

bein gained, may result in the need for added time-consuming and
burdensome rulemaking to refiect regulatory 'lessons-learned 3 acquired
during development and review of the license application.
We believe that authority for selection of exposure scenarios for Yucca
Mouatain resides with the NBC. Alsu, we recommend that i framework for
the selection of appropriate exposure scenarios be described in regulatory

gudance and not prescribed in a rule.
4.

Critical Groups

The KAB report supports use of the critical group approach in applying the
health-based individual standard. We agree that the proposed rule should

provide for the use of the critical group approach, appropriately defined to
avoid 'an extreme case defined by unreasonable assumptions regarding
factors affeCting dose and rink
The NAB report also considers two examples of critical groups to illustrate
how the design of an exposure scenario might be considered by EPAin the

atandard. As discussed in Comment 8. above, we believe specing exposure
S

senarios
a.
(i.e., spep'iic characthristics of critical groups) is outside the scope of
EPAWO environmental standards, and should be carried out by NRC in
regulatory guidance, rather than in a rule. Therefore, we are not providing
specific comments to EPA at this time on the two examples of critical groups
described in the NAS report.

6.

Human Intrusion

The approach to human intrusion recommended in the NAS repurm is Lu
specify in the standard a typical intrusion scenario to be analyzed for its
consequences on the performane of the repository. The purpose of this

consequsno. anmycsi is to evaluate tha resiliance of the repository to
intusion. The report asserts that 'such an analysis will pruvide useful
quantitative information that can be meaningful in the licensing process."
The report recommends 'that EPA should require that the canditionnl riak sm
a result of the assumed intrusion scenario should be no greater than thc risk
levels that would be acceptable for the undisturbed-repuuiWry case." This
recommendation is based on the proposition in the report that Ma repository
that is suitable for safe, long-term disposal should be able tM monhinu to
provide acceptable waste isolation after somo typo of intrusion."
We do not agree that the approach to human intrusion recommended in the
NAS report will provide useful quantitative information for comparison

against the lovel of risk that would be acccptabl for the undisturbed
repository. First, the risk is cunditiunal, and therefore the intrusion would
have to actually occur in the manner and general time-frame postulated in
the analysis for the consequence to be reali7M. Second, as noted repeatedly
in the extended discussion of human intrusion in the NM report, the form
and frequezy uf intsusiUnsk cannot be predicted, and the probability that a
future intrusion would occur in a given time period cannot be technically
assessed.

Fin*lly, the specific application for the results of the analysis in the licensi
process is unclear. For example, might the license application be rejected on
the basis of the rerultsi nfhumskn intrusion analysis? If no, this would soom
contradictory to tho discussion in the report that states 'such anam amre
lily to be more meiningful in selecting among alternative sites ... than in

assessing the performance of a particular site and design. However. Yucl
Mountain has already been selected for Valuation as a potential repository
site, so the value of aalyses of thi conscquencee of human intrusion at
Yucca Mountain it limited.'

We recommend that the issue of human intrusion not be taken up as part of
the regulatory otndards applicable to Yucca Mountain. In any case, if
6

humain intruAinn

wtrf tn be Rddreased, it should more appropriatel be
considered by NRC as a compliance demonstration iseuo, and not by EPA in

the environmental standards. This is consistent with Section 801() of the
Energy Policy Act of 1992 which indicates that NRC is the agency responsible
for addressing th isiRue nf human intrusirm.

We believe that analysis of the consequences of humran Intrusion may provide
qualitative regulatory insights with regard to the robustness of the repository
sit~a nd dakign, and uuggoat that such an applicatinn he xriadered by DOE
as part of its environmental assessment process associated with development

of the limense application for Yucca Mountain.
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